Prepositions of Place 2 Answers

Directions: Complete the sentences with prepositions of place.

Write about Oscar.
1) Oscar lives in Canada.
2) He lives in Toronto.
3) He lives on Main Street.
4) He lives at 1423 Main Street.

Write about Dr. Roberts
5) Dr. Roberts lives on State Street.
6) He lives in Miami, Florida.
7) He lives at 118 State Street.

Directions: Describe the pictures by completing the sentences with the correct preposition of place. For each question, there may be more than one possible answer.

1) The apple is on / on top of the plate.
2) The apple is below / under / underneath the plate.
3) The apple is above the plate.
4) The apple is beside / next to / close to the cup.
5) The apple isn’t close to the cup. It is far away from the cup.
6) The apple is in the cup.
7) The apple is between two cups.
8) The hands are around the cup.
9) The dog isn’t inside the car. The dog is outside the car.
10) The dog is in back of the car.
11) The dog is in front of the car.
12) The dog is in the front of the car.
13) The dog is in the back of the car.